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Abstract. This paper investigates the design and verification of a hybrid model predictive 
controller of a damping multi-mode switching damper for application in vehicle suspensions. 
Since the damping mode switches induce different modes of operation, the vehicle suspension 
system including this damper poses challenging hybrid control problem. To solve this problem, a 
novel approach to the modelling and controller design problem is proposed based on hybrid 
modelling and model predictive control techniques. The vehicle suspension system with the 
damping multi-mode switching damper is formulated as a mixed logical dynamical model 
comprising continuous and discrete system inputs. Based on this model, a constrained optimal 
control problem is solved to manage the switching sequences of the damping mode with respect 
to the suspension performance requirements. Numerical simulation results demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the proposed control methodology finally. 
Keywords: damper, multi-mode, vehicle suspension, hybrid systems, model predictive control. 

1. Introduction 

Suspension system plays an important role in providing a high level of ride comfort by 
isolating the vehicle body from road irregularities and improving road holding capacity by 
preventing the wheel from loosing road contact [1-3]. It is well known that these are conflicting 
requirements and many studies have shown that this conflict can be eased by using controlled 
suspension systems instead of passive ones [4, 5]. Especially semi-active suspension system has 
attracted much attention due to its performance increase compared to passive suspensions and its 
low energy consumption compared to active systems [6, 7].  

Since the works of Karnopp who has proposed the skyhook algorithm in order to improve the 
ride comfort [8], many different semi-active suspension control approaches have been developed, 
ranging from simple on-off control strategy to much more advanced linear and nonlinear control 
techniques. Ahmadian et al proposed an extension of skyhook control algorithm for eliminating 
dynamic jerk of semi-active suspension [9]. Fallah et al. investigated the performance of a robust 
control scheme for a semi-active Macpherson suspension system [10]. A new semi-active 
suspension control strategy through linear parameter varying (LPV) technique has been 
considered in Vassal et al. [11]. Application of the LQ-based semi-active suspension control was 
presented in Unger et al. [12]. In Zhang et al. [13], a sliding mode controller (SMC) was developed 
for semi-active suspension. According to these past studies, different control algorithms have 
different advantages with respect to different aspects of suspension performance. 

Meanwhile, as a crucial semi-active device, the design of variable damping damper is an 
important aspect for semi-active suspension system [14]. In early semi-active suspension, the 
damping force regulating is achieved by adjusting the orifice area in the oil-filled damper, but the 
damping changing speed is much slow for using of mechanical motion. More recently, the possible 
applications of magnetorheological (MR) fluids in providing controllable damping forces are 
investigated and the MR dampers have become the viable candidates for semi-active control of 
vehicle suspension systems [15]. A variety of control algorithms, such as neural network control, 
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fuzzy logic control and gain-scheduled control, have also been proposed for the semi-active 
suspension control with MR dampers. To consider the nonlinear dynamic characteristics of MR 
dampers in the control system design process, a Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy model-based control 
strategy was proposed by Du et al. [16]. A new adaptive fuzzy controller and its implementation 
for the damping force control of a MR fluid damper was studied in [17]. Prabakar et al. 
investigated the optimal semi-active preview control response of a half car vehicle model with 
MR damper [18]. Yao et al. employed a skyhook control strategy to control an MR damper for a 
vehicle suspension system [19].  

Although several types of variable damping damper and the corresponding control strategies 
have been developed in the past few decades, the semi-active suspension system still remains an 
open research area. In this paper, a new type damping controllable damper is chosen as the 
research object. This new damper involves a conventional monotube hydraulic damper and a 
damping adjustment device which includes several hydraulic valves. Compared with the 
well-known MR damper, which has excellent damping adjustment capability, the new damper is 
cheaper and more stable. In addition, the new damper can achieve four different damping modes 
by just controlling the on-off statuses of two solenoid valves, which makes its damping control 
more efficient and more reliable. 

The semi-active suspension system with this damper will perform transitions from one discrete 
damping state to another at certain nonpredetermined instances of time, i.e. the system has hybrid 
properties from which arise the difficulties in the damping control of the vehicle suspension [20]. 
In general, this new damper features four different modes of operation, where each mode has a 
related linear continuous dynamic equation. Furthermore, the manipulated variables of the control 
problem (the valve on-off status) are discrete, which cannot be handled directly by the 
conventionally continuous control methods, thus the hybrid approach is considered in this paper. 

Hybrid system is proposed to describe a class of systems where continuous dynamics and 
discrete events interact and their interaction determines the qualitative and quantitative system 
behaviours [21-23]. Recently, there have been many proposals to apply new results from hybrid 
system theory to address advanced control problems in engineering. Borrelli et al solved a traction 
problem by using the hybrid framework and the optimization-based control strategy [24]. Corona 
et al designed a semi-active suspension system on the basis of the optimal control of hybrid 
automata [25]. A control strategy to coordinate active front steering and differential braking to 
improve vehicle yaw stability was proposed by Cairano et al. [26]. The vehicle dynamics with 
respect to the tire slip angles was formulated as a piecewise affine (PWA) system and the system 
controller was synthesized by using a switched hybrid model predictive control (MPC) strategy. 
To solve a two-level hierarchical management and control problem for a smart microgrid, the 
hybrid control theory was used based on discrete Petri-net model [27]. According to these previous 
researches, the MPC method has emerged as a very useful means for controlling the hybrid system. 
Based on the hybrid model, a constrained finite time optimal control problem can be formulated 
by tuning a model predictive controller. 

Motivated by these studies, we present a novel approach to the modelling and controller design 
problem for the vehicle semi-active suspension system with the damping multi-mode switching 
damper. This approach can lead to a state-feedback controller that considers the suspension 
performance and yield the status direct control of the on-off solenoid valves. In particular, this 
controller can also be implemented in the form of a lookup table, thus avoiding online real-time 
optimization for practical application [28].  

This paper is arranged as that initially the target variable damping damper will be described 
and modelled. In the next section, the hybrid dynamical model of the vehicle suspension system 
including the damping multi-mode switching damper is formulated as a mixed logical dynamical 
model comprising continuous and discrete system inputs. Based on this model, a hybrid model 
predictive controller (HMPC) is tuned by using online mixed-integer quadratic optimization. The 
simulations results are then presented to illustrate various aspects of the system’s behaviours. 
Finally, some conclusions are drawn.  
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2. Damping multi-mode switching damper 

2.1. Operating principle of the damper 

The fundamental structure of the target damping multi-mode switching damper is shown in 
Fig. 1, which mainly includes a conventional monotube hydraulic damper that is made up of a 
piston rod, three chambers (rebound, compression and air chambers), two valves (rebound and 
compression valves) and a floating piston. Due to the use of the floating piston, a set of hydraulic 
valves can be saved, thus the number of the accessory is reduced by 15 % [29]. The high-pressure 
air in the air chamber also can increase the critical velocity of the damper. The piston rod motion 
changes the pressures of the three chambers, and then drives the hydraulic oil to flow between 
different chambers through the hydraulic valves. The damping adjustment is achieved by four 
different check valves and two on-off solenoid valves. By changing the on-off status of the two 
solenoid valves, the hydraulic oil flow path can be changed, thus different damping modes are 
achieved. 

The four damping modes of the damper are summarized in Table 1 where the solenoid valve 
on-off statuses and the damping characteristics of the four modes are given. The oil flow paths of 
the different damping modes are depicted in Fig. 2. It is noted that to achieve the different damping 
characteristics of the compression stroke and the rebound stroke, different types of check valve, 
which have different pressure losses for the oil flow, are used in the damping adjustment device. 
Concretely speaking, the hydraulic oil flow pressure loss of the check valve a is greater than that 
of the check valve , while the oil flow pressure loss of the check valve  is less than that of the 
check valve . 

 
Fig. 1. Structure of the damping multi-mode switching damper 

 
Fig. 2. Hydraulic oil flow paths of different damping modes 
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Table 1. Damping modes of the damper 

Damping mode On-off status Damping characteristic 
  Compression Rebound 

1 on on Soft Soft 
2 off on Soft Hard 
3 on off Hard Soft 
4 off off Hard Hard 

2.2. Mathematical modelling of the damper 

When constructing the model of the hydraulic damper, the following assumptions are made to 
reduce the complexity and to get a solvable set of mathematical equations [30, 31].  

1) There is no oil flow leakage between the piston rod and the guide sleeve and also between 
the piston and the cylinder. 

2) The oil temperature remains constant in an operating cycle which includes a compression 
stroke and a rebound stroke. 

3) The gravitational potential energy of the oil is neglected. 
4) The instantaneous pressure of the oil is equal in all closed chambers. 
5) The oil mass consumed by the oil bubble produced in the throttling process can be ignored. 

2.2.1. Analysis for damping force 

Ignoring the friction force, the ultimate damping force generated by the target damper is 
expressed as [32]: = − − = Δ − − ,= − − = Δ − + , (1)

where  is the damping force in the rebound stroke,  is the damping force in the compression 
stroke,  refers to the oil pressure in the rebound chamber,  refers to the oil pressure in the 
compression chamber,  and  represent the effective piston areas in compression and rebound 
chambers, Δ  and Δ  represent the differential pressures between the rebound chamber and 
the compression chamber. 

2.2.2. Oil flow equations of damping mode 1 

The oil flow rate from the rebound chamber to the compression chamber in the rebound stroke 
can be divided into two parts. One part is the oil flowing through the damping adjustment device 

 and the other part is the oil flowing through the rebound valve . Thus, the oil flow 
rate from the rebound chamber to the compression chamber  can be expressed as: = + = − , (2)

where  refers to the velocity of the piston. 
Meanwhile, the oil pressure loss during the flow process Δ  is given by: Δ = Δ = Δ , (3)

where Δ  and Δ  are the oil pressure losses through the damping adjustment device and 
the rebound valve respectively. 

Since two on-off solenoid valves are connected in series in the damping adjustment device, Δ  can be further described as: 
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Δ = Δ + Δ , (4)

where Δ  denotes the oil pressure loss through the solenoid valve , Δ  represents 
the oil pressure loss through the solenoid valve .  

The on-off solenoid valve can be regarded as a thin-wall orifice; thus the oil pressure loss is 
given by [33]: 

Δ = Δ = 2 , (5)

where  is the oil density,  is the pressure loss coefficient,  refers to the area of the orifice. 
The throttling form of the rebound valve is also divided into two parts. The first part is the oil 

flowing through the slender orifice and the oil pressure loss Δ  is expressed as: 

Δ = 32 , (6)

where  is the oil kinematic viscosity,  is the throttling length of the slender orifice,  is the 
diameter of the slender orifice. The other part is the oil flowing through the gap between the valve 
slice and the end surface of the piston, which can be regarded as the annular plane gap throttling. 
Thus, the oil pressure loss Δ  is given by: 

Δ = 6 ln( ⁄ ) , (7)

where  denotes the outer radius of the valve slice,  denotes the inner radius of the valve  
slice,  denotes the deformation of the valve slice, which is further obtained by using conjugate 
beam method as [34]: 

= Ε 9 + 8 − 18 +6 − 4 ln( )⁄ , (8)

where  refers to the oil pressure subjected by the valve slice,  refers to the modulus of elasticity 
of the valve slice,  refers to the valve slice thickness. 

In addition, in order to ensure that the oil is filled in the compression chamber, the floating 
piston will also move and the volume change of the air chamber Δ  is given by: Δ = − − = , (9)

where  represents the displacement of the piston. Then, the relationship between the states of 
the air in the air chamber can be described using polytropic equation as: = ( + Δ ) , (10)

where  is the initial air pressure in the air chamber,  is the initial volume of the air chamber, 
 is the polytropic index. We assume that the piston movement is relatively balanced, thus the oil 

pressure in the compression chamber is equal to the air pressure in the air chamber. 
According to the aforementioned simultaneous equations, the damper rebound damping force 

of damping mode 1 can be calculated. Since the damping force in the compression stroke can be 
calculated similarly, the specific calculation process is omitted here. 
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2.2.3. Oil flow equations of damping modes 2 and 3 

Since the oil flow of damping modes 2 and 3 are similar, we analyse the oil flow equations of 
the two modes together, and take the mode 2 as an example. 

The main difference of the oil flow between the damping mode 1 and the damping mode 2 is 
that the oil of the latter flows through a check valve in the damping adjustment device. Therefore, 
for the rebound stroke, the oil pressure loss through the damping adjustment device of damping 
mode 2 can be obtained as: Δ = Δ + Δ , (11)

where Δ  is the oil pressure loss through the check valve , which can be expressed as: 

Δ = Δ , (12)

where Δ  refers to the rated pressure loss of the check valve ,  refers to the rated flow 
rate of the check valve . These two variables have fixed values for the check valve. Hence, the 
oil pressure losses through the damping adjustment device of damping mode 2 and 3 are 
summarized as: 

Δ = Δ + 2Δ = Δ + 2   mode2,
Δ = Δ + 2Δ = Δ + 2   mode3,  

 (13)

where Δ , Δ  and Δ  are the rated pressure losses of the check valve , check valve  
and check valve  respectively, ,  and  are the rated flow rates of the check valve , 
check valve  and check valve  respectively.  

2.2.4. Oil flow equations of damping mode 4 

In order to achieve the both hard damping characteristics in the rebound and compression 
stroke, the two on-off solenoid valves are closed in damping mode 4. Thus, the oil pressure loss 
through the damping adjustment device is given by: 

Δ = Δ + Δ ,
Δ = Δ + Δ .      (14)

The other oil flow equations of the rebound valve and the compression valve can be got from 
Eq. (6) to (10). 
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2.3. Damping characteristics simulation 

On the basis of the aforementioned mathematical model of the damping multi-mode switching 
damper, the damping characteristic is analysed by simulations. The major simulation parameters 
of the damper are listed in Table 2. The indicator characteristic curves of the four damping modes 
and the related velocity characteristic curves are shown in Figs. 3-4. 

Table 2. Simulation parameters of the damper 
Parameter Value Parameter Value 

 0.0013 m2  0.2668 mm 
 3.14×10-4 m2  0.92 MPa 

 835 kg.m-3  1.34×10-4 m3 
 0.62 Δ  1.8 MPa 
 7.068×10-6 m2 Δ  1.6MPa 

 0.015 Pa·s Δ  1.6 MPa 
 0.015 m Δ  1.8 MPa 
 0.002 m  1.2 L.min-1 
 0.018 m  1.5 L.min-1 
 0.01 m  1.2 L.min-1 

 2.06×105 MPa   1.0 L.min-1 
 

 
Fig. 3. Indicator characteristics of the damper 

 
Fig. 4. Velocity characteristics of the damper 

It can be seen from Figs. 3-4 that significantly different damping characteristics of the damper 
for four damping modes are achieved. The indicator diagram area and the slopes of the velocity 
characteristics curve of mode 4 are larger than that of the other three modes, which means its 
relatively hard damping characteristics. It is also observed from Fig. 4 that the curves of the 
velocity characteristics tend to be approximate linear, thus the damping coefficients of the damper 
can be calculated to establish the hybrid model of the vehicle suspension system including this 
damper in the next section.  

A reliable mathematical model is very essential to study the damping characteristics of the 
damper, for instance, to model the nonlinear behaviors of the MR dampers, different forms of the 
mathematical models, including the parametric model and the non-parametric model, have been 
proposed, and many of them are verified by experimental tests [35-38]. In this paper, although the 
mathematical model of the damping multi-mode switching damper is only verified by simulations, 
it is noted that this damper is proposed based on a conventional monotube hydraulic damper, 
whose mathematical model has been studied for many years and verified by experiments in the 
references. In addition, the damping adjustment device of the new damper is constructed by 
several hydraulic valves, which are not so complicated as the damping adjustment device of the 
MR damper or the electrorheological (ER) damper. The models of the hydraulic valves are also 
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very mature. 
To identify the MR damper characteristics, which includes the transient response of the MR 

force due to the electric current change; the MR force relation with the displacement and velocity 
of the damper rod; the hysteresis; and the effect of the manipulation shape, Lozoya-Santos et al. 
proposed a design of experiments that exhaustively explore the behaviors of an automotive MR 
damper [39]. In this paper, to model the vehicle semi-active suspension system which includes the 
new damper as a hybrid system, the nonlinear damping behaviors are not be considered and the 
linearization of the nonlinear damping characteristics is conducted. Moreover, since the new 
damper can only achieve four damping modes, from the view of effective damping control of the 
suspension, the nonlinear effects on the damping characteristics need to be ignored.  

3. Hybrid modelling of the vehicle suspension system including the damper 

3.1. Quarter-car model with the multi-mode switching damper 

The quarter-car model with the damping multi-mode switching damper depicted in Fig. 5 is 
considered here in designing the hybrid control law. The equations of motion for the sprung and 
unsprung masses are governed by: = ( − ) + ( )( − ),= ( − ) − ( − ) − ( )( − ), (15)

where  refers to the sprung mass,  refers to the unsprung mass,  denotes the stiffness of 
the spring,  is the stiffness of the tire,  and  represent the displacements of the sprung and 
unsprung masses respectively,  refers to the road displacement input, ( ) are the variable 
damping coefficients which depend on the damping mode, among of which,  and  refer 
to the damping coefficients in the rebound and compression strokes of damping mode 1,  and 

 are the corresponding damping coefficients of damping mode 2,  and  represent 
the corresponding damping coefficients of damping mode 3,  and  represent the 
corresponding damping coefficients of damping mode 4. 

 
Fig. 5. Quarter-car model with the damping multi-mode switching damper 

3.2. Mixed logical dynamical (MLD) modelling of the vehicle suspension system 

Since the damping mode of the damper depends on the on-off status of the solenoid valves, 
the optimal control of the damping characteristics for the vehicle suspension must deal with both 
the continuous and discrete variables, which can be regarded as a typical hybrid system control 
problem. Therefore, the MLD framework, which is an effective modelling method for hybrid 
systems [40], is used to achieve the systematic design procedure of the overall controller of the 
damping multi-mode switching damper for application in vehicle suspensions.  
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The general MLD form of a hybrid system is given by: ( + 1) = ( ) + ( ) + ( ) + ( ),( ) = ( ) + ( ) + ( ) + ( ),( ) + ( ) ≤ ( ) + ( ) + ,  (16)

where ∈ ℜ ×{0,1}  denotes the continuous and binary states, ∈ ℜ ×{0,1}  represents 
the continuous and binary inputs, ∈ ℜ ×{0,1}  represents the continuous and binary outputs, ∈ {0,1}  and ∈ ℜ  are the auxiliary binary and continuous variables, respectively. The 
evolution of the states is described by the state matrix  and the input matrices . Similarly, 
the output matrix  and the matrices  describe the evolution of the outputs.  define the 
inequalities of the system. 

3.2.1. Hybrid systems description language (HYSDEL) 

Once the system MLD model is available, the formulation of optimal control law for hybrid 
system can be achieved. Hence, the development of the system MLD model is critical for 
achieving the damping mode switching control in this study. However, for complex dynamic 
system, the establishment of MLD model is inefficient and tedious. To solve this problem, 
HYSDEL, which is a high-level modelling language for describing hybrid systems, is designed in 
[41]. The associated HYSDEL compiler can translate the description of the hybrid system into the 
MLD model directly, which makes it easy to build the system model. 

The HYSDEL list is composed of two parts. The first one, which contains the declaration of 
all variables and parameters, is called “interface”, and it is subdivided into four sections: state, 
input, output and parameter. The second part, which is composed of nine specialized sections: 
automata, linear, logic, ad, da, aux, continuous, must and output, where all the relations among 
the variables are described, is called “implementation”. The sample HYSDEL list of system is 
shown in Table 3. 

In the next few sections, how the dynamic model of the quarter-car suspension with the 
multi-mode switching damper can be described as a MLD system based on the HYSDEL will be 
explained in detail. 

Table 3. Sample HYSDEL list of system 
SYSTEM sample{ 
INTERFACE{/* declaration of variables and parameters */ 
STATE{/* declaration of state variables */} 
INPUT{/* declaration of input variables */} 
OUTPUT{/* declaration of output variables */} 
PARAMETER{/* declaration of system parameters */}} 
IMPLEMENTATION{/* relations between variables */ 
AUX{/* declaration of auxiliary variables */} 
CONTINUOUS{/* continuous state update equation */} 
AUTOMATA{/* binary state update equation */} 
LINEAR{/* linear relations between continuous variables*/} 
LOGIC{/* logical relations between binary variables */} 
AD{/* relations between variables of type real to bool */} 
DA{/* relations between variables of type bool to real */} 
MUST{/* specification of input/state/output constraints*/} 
OUTPUT{/* selection of output variables */}}} 

3.2.2. Declaration of variables and parameters 

According to the system motion equations, the state variables are defined as: 
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= [       ]. (17)

To achieve the switching of the damping mode, the on-off statuses of the solenoid valves and 
the road displacement are defined as the input variables: = [     ], (18)

where  refers to the on-off status of the solenoid valve ,  refers to the on-off status of the 
solenoid valve . The output variables are defined for considering the concerned suspension 
performance indices as: = [   −   ( − )]. (19)

Meanwhile, the parameters of the quarter-car suspension model with the multi-mode switching 
damper, considered in simulation calculations, are listed in Table 4. 

Table 4. Parameter values of the quarter-car suspension 
Parameter Value Parameter Value 

 425 kg  2992 N·s·m-1 
 60 kg  1047 N·s·m-1 

 29500 N·m-1  2393 N·s·m-1 
 192000 N·m-1  1272 N·s·m-1 

 2112 N·s·m-1  3590 N·s·m-1 
 968 N·s·m-1  1483 N·s·m-1 

3.2.3. Declaration of auxiliary variables 

The on-off statuses of the solenoid valves represented by the defined logical input variables 
are defined as: [ = 1] ↔   is  open, [ = 1] ↔   is  open. (20)

On this basis, the four damping modes of the damper are represented by the following four 
auxiliary variables: [ = 1] ↔ mode  1, [ = 1] ↔   mode  2,[ = 1] ↔ mode  3, [ = 1] ↔   mode  4, (21)

where , ,  and  are the auxiliary logical variables, and they have the following 
relationships with  and : = ∧ , =   ̅ ∧ ,= ∧ ̅ , = ̅ ∧ ̅ .  (22)

Since the different damping characteristics of the damper considered in the compression and 
rebound strokes, we define two auxiliary logical variables to denote the different stroke: [ = 1] ↔ − > 0, [ = 0] ↔ − < 0. (23)

Hence, the variable damping coefficient of the damper can be obtained as: ( ) = + + +        + + + + , (24)
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where , , , , , ,  and  are the auxiliary logical variables, 
and they are defined as: = ∧ , = ̅ ∧ ,= ∧ , = ̅ ∧ ,= ∧ , = ̅ ∧ ,= ∧ , = ̅ ∧ . (25)

By defining the auxiliary continuous variables on the basis of Eq. (23): = ,    = ,= ,    = ,= ,    = ,= ,    = . (26)

The variable damping coefficients of the damper can then be further given by: ( ) = + + + + + + + , (27)

where , , , , , ,  and  represent the auxiliary continuous 
variables. It is noted that since the status of the solenoid valve can only switch between the “on” 
and the “off”, thus four damping modes can be formed uniquely by the on-off status combination 
of the two solenoid valves. Therefore, the new damper does not have intermediate operating points 
between the four damping modes actually. Hence, the variable damping coefficients of the new 
damper can be represented by the equations mentioned above.  

3.2.4. Update equations for state variables 

Because of the discrete-time nature of the MLD model, the derivatives of the state variables 
are further described as: 

= ( ( + 1) − ( )) , = ( ( + 1) − ( )) ,= ( ( + 1) − ( )) , = ( ( + 1) − ( )) , (28)

where  is the sample time. On this basis, according to Eq. (15) and (27), the update equations 
for state variables, which would be used in the MLD modelling, can be obtained as: 
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( + 1) = ( ) + ( ),( + 1) = ( ) + ( ),( + 1) = ( ) + ( ) − ( )
       + + + ++ + + + ( ) − ( ) ,( + 1) = ( ) − ( ) − ( )
       − + + ++ + + + ( ) − ( ) + ( ( ) − ( )).

 (29)

3.2.5. Additional logical constraints 

Apparently, there are some constraints on the defined logical variables according to the system 
actual working process: + + + ≤ 1,+ + + + + + + ≤ 1. (30)

Contrary to the optimization over continuous variables, the additional logical constraints on 
variables can help solving the mixed-integer programming problem significantly, which is the key 
for tuning a hybrid model controller. 

After defining the system variables and confirming their update equations and logical 
relationships, the corresponding MLD model of the vehicle suspension system with the damping 
multi-mode switching damper can then be obtained as Eq. (16) automatically by processing the 
HYSDEL description as mentioned above. In this study, the HYSDEL version 3.0 is used and an 
encapsulation module called “HYSDEL model” is obtained [42], which includes three inputs and 
three outputs. The total number of the MLD inequalities is 82, which are omitted here for lacking 
of space. 

4. Hybrid model predictive controller design 

In this section, a novel approach towards the optimal control of damping mode switching of 
the damper is proposed based on model predictive control (MPC) with a receding horizon policy. 
The main idea of MPC is to solve a constrained optimal control problem at each sampling instant 
over a finite horizon using the current state as the initial state. The solution to the problem yields 
an optimal control sequence that minimizes a given objective function. Moreover, a receding 
horizon policy can be achieved by only applying the first control input in the sequence and by 
recomputing the control sequence at the next sampling instant [43]. Another important reason for 
choosing MPC as the approach to control the damping modes in this work is that the established 
MLD model can be embedded in MPC as prediction model straightforwardly [44]. Furthermore, 
MPC can also deal with hard constraints on the manipulated variables, states and outputs. 

4.1. Control objectives 

The control objectives for vehicle suspension in this work can be classified into two priority 
levels. The main objective is to guarantee the ride comfort, road holding capacity and minor 
suspension deflection. The ride comfort can be reflected by the vertical acceleration of sprung 
mass, which is the main control objective that needs to be optimized. Meanwhile, to improve 
vehicle handling ability and driving safety, a firm uninterrupted contact of wheel with the road is 
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also important. Thus, the dynamic tyre load, ( − ), which quantifies the road contact ability, 
should also be small. In addition, due to the constrained structure of the vehicle, the suspension 
deflection, − , needs to be limited to reduce the probability of suspension reaches the 
mechanical end stop [45]. 

The control objective with secondary priority is to prevent the frequent switching of the on-off 
statuses of the solenoid valves, which will reduce the operating lifespan of the solenoid valve. This 
is achieved by minimizing the number of switch transitions within the prediction interval.  

4.2. Objective function 

On the basis of the aforementioned controller objectives, the mathematical expression of the 
objective function, which comprises a number of cost expressions, will be defined. 

In order to satisfy the suspension performance requirements, a reference vector for outputs and 
the corresponding penalty matrix are defined as: = [   −   ( − )] , (31)= 0 00 00 0 , (32)

where ,  and  denote the penalty weighting parameters for the system outputs. 
To prevent the frequent switching of the on-off status of the solenoid valves, the difference 

between four consecutive control inputs are introduced as: Δ ( ) = ( ) − ( − 1),    Δ ( ) = ( ) − ( − 1). (33)

On this basis, the vector for the difference between four consecutive control inputs and the 
penalty matrix are given by: Δ ( ) = [Δ ( ) Δ ( )] ,     = diag , , , . (34)

Hence, a cost function accounting for optimal control of the damping characteristics and 
adherence to the suspension performance requirements is obtained in 2-norm as: 

= ‖ (ℎ| )‖ + ‖Δ (ℎ| )‖ , (35)

which penalizes the predicted evolution of the system outputs (ℎ| )  and the control inputs (ℎ| ) from time instant  over the finite horizon . 

4.3. Computation of the control inputs 

Based on system MLD model Eq. (16) and the objective function Eq. (35), the control inputs 
at time-instant  are then obtained by minimizing the objective function over the sequence of 
control inputs subject to the mixed-integer inequality constraints. This amounts to a constrained 
finite time optimal problem [46]: 
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min( )  ‖ (ℎ| )‖ + ‖Δ (ℎ|t)‖ , . .      (0| ) = ( ), ( + 1) = ( ) + ( ) + ( ) + ( ), ( ) = ( ) + ( ) + ( ) + ( ), ( ) + ( ) ≤ ( ) + ( ) + , ≤ (ℎ| ) ≤ , ≤ (ℎ| ) ≤ , 
(36)

which leads to the sequence of optimal control inputs, of which only the first element of the 
optimizer ( ) is used as control inputs at time-instant , while the procedure is repeated from 
newly estimated/measured state at the following control cycle. Since the 2-norm used in the 
objective function, the problem Eq. (36) can be formulated as a mixed-integer quadratic program 
(MIQP) problem, for which efficient solvers exist [47]. Given the value of the current state, the 
MIQP can be solved to obtain the optimal input sequence. Moreover, by applying multi-parametric 
programming technique, where the state is considered as a parameter [48], the explicit form of the 
optimal state feedback control law can be obtained. This can reduce the online complexity to the 
just simple evaluation of a piecewise affine function, which makes the approach easy to 
application. 

5. Simulation study 

To evaluate the close-loop behavior of the vehicle suspension system with the damping multi-
mode switching damper and demonstrate the potential advantages of the proposed control 
methodology, numerical simulation results are presented in this section. Since there are no 
previous researches about the damping control of the vehicle semi-active suspension system with 
the damping multi-mode switching damper and no relevant control approaches are proposed, a 
skyhook controller designed for the conventional semi-active suspension with damping 
continuously adjustable damper is adopted for comparison purpose. The skyhook controller 
determines the desired damping force as [49]: = ,      ( − ) ≥ 0,0,                ( − ) < 0, (37)

where  is the skyhook gain. Hence, we will compare the performance of the hybrid model 
predictive controller and the skyhook controller with the passive suspension. Among these, the 
performance simulation of the hybrid model predictive controller is carried out using the MLD 
model as the real plant, closing the loop with the controller designed. 

Furthermore, two types of road irregularity excitations, which represent the major disturbance 
acting on the vehicle suspension, are chosen to model the real-world road roughness. Among them, 
the bump input, which is normally used to reflect the transient response characteristic, is adopted 
as the first road excitation.  

5.1. Simulation analysis of the bump responses 

The first road irregularity excitation is a long shaped single bump input, which is normally 
used to describe the transient response characteristics of the vehicle suspension. Considering the 
case of a bump in a smooth road surface, the corresponding road displacement input is given  
by [50]: 
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( ) = 2 1 − cos 2 ,      0 ≤ ≤ ,0,                                          > ,  (38)

where  is the height of the bump,  is the length of the bump,  is the vehicle forward velocity.  
In the simulation, the values of  and  are set to 0.1 m and 0.85 m respectively, the vehicle 

forward velocity is set to 1.5 m/s. By applying the bump road excitation input to the suspension, 
the transient responses of the passive suspension, where a conventional damper with a damping 
coefficient of = 1800 N.s.m-1 (denoted as Passive), the semi-active suspension with a skyhook 
controller (denoted as Skyhook), and the vehicle suspension with the damping multi-mode 
switching damper (denoted as HMPC) are compared in Figs. 6-8.  

 
Fig. 6. Time responses of the sprung mass 

acceleration under bump road input 
Fig. 7. Time responses of the suspension  

deflection under bump road input 

 
Fig. 8. Time responses of the dynamic tyre load under bump road input 

In order to better compare the dynamic performance of the three suspensions under the bump 
input, the peak-to-peak (PTP) values for sprung mass acceleration, suspension deflection, and 
dynamic tyre load are illustrated in Table 5.  

Table 5. PTP values comparison under bump road input 

Performance Passive Skyhook HMPC 
PTP PTP Decrease PTP Decrease 

 (m/s2) 11.86 6.75 43.1 % 5.19 56.2 % −  (m) 0.15 0.1000 33.3 % 0.13 14.9 % ( − ) (N) 5134 2813 45.2 % 3354 34.7 % 
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It can be seen from Fig. 6 and Table 5 that better response of the sprung mass acceleration is 
obtained for the suspension controlled by HMPC compared to the passive suspension and the 
semi-active suspension with a skyhook controller. However, from Figs. 7 and 8, it can be found 
that although the responses of the suspension deflection and the dynamic tyre load of the 
suspension controlled by HMPC are still better than that of the passive suspension, the 
improvement amplitudes are less than that of the semi-active suspension with a skyhook  
controller. This is assumed to be caused by two reasons. The first is that the penalty weight for the 
sprung mass acceleration is set much greater than the others weights to emphasize the ride comfort 
as the primary control objective. The other reason is that the damping mode of the damper studied 
in this work is, after all, limited, thus it is difficult to achieve better performance for all the 
performance requirements than the conventional semi-active suspension with continuously 
adjustable damper. However, the better performance of the conventional semi-active suspension 
is achieved based on the real-time control of the damping force, which is often difficult, hence, 
the performance of the vehicle suspension with the damping multi-mode switching damper 
controlled by HMPC is more reliable and easy to implement.  

5.2. Simulation analysis of the random road responses  

To further validate the effectiveness of the proposed control approach, a second type of road 
irregularity excitation, a random road profile, is applied. The time domain representation of the 
random road profile is approximated by rational function [51]: 

0( ) = −0.111 0( ) + 40 ( 0) ( ) , (39)

where ( ) denotes the road roughness coefficient, ( ) is the Gaussian white noise with mean 
value zero. In order to obtain the simulation calculation results, we assume that the vehicle is 
driven on a rough road corresponding to the class B of ISO road profiles at 72 km/h [52].  

In this case, the time responses of the passive suspension, the semi-active suspension with a 
skyhook controller and the suspension with the damping multi-mode switching damper are 
compared. Figs. 9-11 show the responses of the sprung mass acceleration, the suspension 
deflection and the dynamic tyre load under random road input. Moreover, to better compare the 
performance of the three suspensions, the RMS values of the three suspension performance criteria 
are also listed in Table 6.  

Table 6. RMS values comparison under bump road input 

Performance Passive Skyhook HMPC 
RMS RMS Decrease RMS Decrease 

 (m/s2) 0.604 0.447 25.99 % 0.311 48.51 % −  (m) 0.0054 0.002990 46.30 % 0.0034 37.04 % ( − ) (N) 430.2 297.1 30.94 % 278.7 35.22 % 

As shown in Figs. 9-11 and table 6, similar conclusions can be obtained for this case where 
the designed damper and the corresponding HMPC approach are effective in improving 
suspension performance. In particular, the suspension with the damping multi-mode switching 
damper controlled by HMPC can reduce the RMS values of the sprung mass acceleration and the 
dynamic tyre load by 48.51 % and 35.22 % respectively, compared with the conventional passive 
suspension. These improvement amplitudes are even larger than that of the semi-active suspension 
with damping continuously adjustable damper controlled by a skyhook controller, which confirms 
that better performance of the vehicle suspension can be achieved by the damper and the control 
approach proposed in this work. 

Fig. 12 shows the on-off statuses of the solenoid valves given by HMPC when the random 
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road input is acted on the vehicle suspension. On this basis, the damping modes of the multi-mode 
switching damper are also depicted in Fig. 13. It can be seen from Figs. 12 and 13 that the designed 
controller using hybrid system theory and MPC technique can derive an effective control law for 
the discrete on-off statuses of the solenoid valves, which verifies the effectiveness of the proposed 
control approach for solving optimal control problem of hybrid systems. 

 
Fig. 9. Time responses of the sprung mass 

acceleration under random road input 
Fig. 10. Time responses of the suspension  

deflection under random road input 

 
Fig. 11. Time responses of the dynamic tyre load under random road input 

 
Fig. 12. On-off statuses of the solenoid valves 

 
Fig. 13. Damping mode transitions 

Due to the hybrid properties arising from the damping control process of the vehicle 
semi-active suspension system with the damping multi-mode switching damper, the hybrid model 
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predictive controller designed in this paper is the only effective control strategy that we can 
provide currently. It is also noted that since the system MLD model only allows specifying the 
evolution of continuous variables through linear dynamic equations, the nonlinear damping 
characteristics of the damping multi-mode switching damper are ignored during the system hybrid 
modeling process, thus the actual performance of the designed hybrid model predictive controller 
may be limited to a certain extent. In the further studies, we consider to conduct the comparison 
between the performances of the hybrid model predictive controller with other effective hybrid 
control strategies. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper investigates the design and validation of a hybrid model predictive controller 
towards a new type damping controllable damper for application in vehicle suspensions. By 
establishing the mathematical model of the damper, obviously different damping characteristics 
of the damper can be derived for different damping modes. On this basis, to obtain optimal 
suspension performance, a system controller is design using hybrid model predictive control 
approach. This approach has the advantage of designing a controller directly dealing with discrete 
manipulated variable, that is, the on-off statuses direct control of the solenoid valves can be 
achieved. In addition, the vehicle suspension performance requirements are expressed in the cost 
function in a straightforward manner, which leads to effective control law dealing with the 
conflicting requirements. Considering two different types of road irregularity excitations, 
numerical simulation results are presented to demonstrate the potential advantages of the proposed 
approaches. Although the vibration isolation performance of the semi-active vehicle suspension 
system with the new damper may not as good as the performance of those semi-active suspension 
systems with MR damper, this paper provides an innovative structure for regulating the damping. 
In addition, for the hybrid properties arising from the damping control process of the vehicle 
semi-active suspension system with the new damper, an advanced control method is also  
proposed. Further study on considering more precise dynamic model of the multi-mode switching 
damper and the experimental validation of the proposed approach will be investigated. 
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